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Ireland: 2021 business
optimism prevails over
cash flow pressures 
Atradius Payment Practices Barometer



The Atradius Payment Practices Barometer is

an annual survey that assesses business

payment behaviour throughout the world. 

The survey explores a range of topics including

payment terms, payment delays, credit sales

and DSO (Days Sales Outstanding). 

The survey provides us with the opportunity to

hear directly from businesses and, this year,

gives us insight into how businesses are coping

with the COVID-19 pandemic and global

recession.

In this report, you will find the survey results

for Ireland. 
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Survey results for Ireland

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb20_stat_app_we.pdf 
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Key takeaways

58% of B2B sales in Ireland involve trade credit

Trade credit is currently involved in 58% of the B2B sales

of the businesses surveyed in Ireland. This compares to the

55% average for Western Europe. 

Majority of businesses opt to maintain credit policies

The majority of businesses reporting no change the 32-day

average payment terms for the country are largely in line

with last year’s 28 days.

Late payments increase by 76% year-on-year

Following the onset of the pandemic, the total value of

overdue invoices increased from 29% to 51%. This repre-

sents 76% year-on-year increase. 

Businesses seek credit information direct from

customers

Following the onset of the pandemic, 49% of businesses

told us they began sourcing credit information directly

from the customers more often.

Businesses largely optimistic about 2021 growth

The majority of survey respondents told us they expect to

see an improvement in their customers’ creditworthiness,

the global and domestic economies and international trade

next year.  
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Stuat Ramsden, Atradius Country Manager for

the United Kingdom and Ireland commented

on the report:

With its close trading relationship

with the UK, at the start of the year

many of Ireland’s economic concerns

centred around the uncertainties of

Brexit. Then came COVID-19. The

speed with which the pandemic took

hold and led to lockdowns and stay

at home orders took many by

surprise. Many businesses have

struggled. Late payments and write

offs have increased, along with

business concerns about

maintaining cash flow.

It is in these conditions that

businesses can benefit from trade

credit insurance. The insurance

provides peace of mind, but more

than that, the market knowledge that

Atradius brings offers businesses a

great springboard into exploring

markets and generating growth.

Businesses in Ireland are currently

using trade credit to drive business

growth. We are well placed to help

support that.

“

”

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb20_stat_app_we.pdf 
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Despite negative impacts of pandemic,

businesses in Ireland remain upbeat 

Compared to pre-pandemic levels, Ireland’s use of trade

credit has declined a little. Last year 65% of the total value

of B2B sales was made on credit, this year it is 55%. This is,

perhaps, a hint of caution by businesses grappling with the

lockdowns imposed to limit the spread of the COVID-19

pandemic, combined with the shadow of Brexit. However,

despite an increase in late payments, the majority of busi-

nesses who took part in the Payment Practices Barometer

Survey told us that they are largely optimistic about busi-

ness growth in 2021 in the domestic and global economies

and international trade.

Some changes in credit policies did occur after the onset

of the pandemic, such as the trend that has become com-

monplace across Europe, to seek credit assessment infor-

mation direct from customers. However, for the most part,

businesses in Ireland have chosen to maintain the same

credit policies, with a majority committing to a greater use

of self-insurance next year. There are still many unknowns

concerning the pandemic. Will frequent lockdowns be re-

quired during 2021? Much will depend on how the virus

mutates and whether an effective vaccine can be rolled out.

Most of the businesses we spoke to acknowledged these

challenges and told us that maintaining adequate cash

flow presents the main business challenge facing them

next year. 

Main survey results for Ireland 

� More than half of B2B sales in Ireland involve trade credit 

Trade credit is currently involved in 58% of the B2B sales

of the businesses surveyed in Ireland. This compares to

the 55% average for Western Europe. 38% of the businesses

surveyed reported an average one quarter increase in the

total value of their credit sales compared to before the

pandemic. 55% of the businesses reported no change. Just

7% of respondents reported a decrease in credit sales. 61%

of businesses told us that they accepted trade credit requests

from businesses of all sizes to encourage sales on the do-

mestic market (regional average: 53%).

Most credit refusals were mainly directed towards SMEs

customers in foreign markets. 34% of credit request refusals

were due to a high insolvency risk in the customer’s

country (higher than 30% regional average). On average,

requests for trade credit that were turned down corre-

sponded to nearly 30% of the total sales value.

� Payment terms hold steady as businesses maintain

credit policies 

78% of the businesses surveyed reported setting payment

terms up to 30 days on average. 11% set payment terms

from 31 to 60 days, 8% set terms from 61 to 90 days and

the remaining 4% from 90 days and above. 48% of respon-

dents reported granting longer payment terms following

the start of the pandemic, most often up to 10 days longer

(compared to 47% in Western Europe). 48% reported no

change, while 4% shortened terms compared to before the

pandemic, on average 10 days earlier than last year.  

With the majority of businesses reporting no change, the

32-day average payment terms for the country are largely

in line with last year’s 28 days. Where longer terms were

granted, 33% of businesses told us that they sought to

provide short term finance to their customers (higher than

the 23% average for the region) and 32% to encourage do-

mestic sales (this is in line with the region). 

Over the next six months, 31%  of respondents plan to con-

tinue applying the same trade credit policy as during the

pandemic to encourage domestic sales (regional aver-

age:31%). 25% say they will do so to provide a source of

short-term finance to B2B customers (higher than the 20%

regional average). Only 3% of the respondents told us that

they will offer less trade credit to their customers over the

coming months, highlighting the important role that trade

credit has in the trade relations of Irish businesses.

� Late payments increase by 76% year-on-year

Following the onset of the pandemic, the total value of

overdue invoices increased from 29% to 51%. This repre-

sents 76% year-on-year increase and carries additional

financing and administrative costs associated with car-

rying trade debts. Late payments can be significantly ex-

pensive for the supplier. 
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Ireland: top 5 challenges to business

profitability in 2021

38

43

30

34

38

30

36

41

41

30

Western Europe

 

Ireland

  

Maintaining adequate cash flow

Bank lending restrictions

Collection of outstanding invoices

Falling demand for our products and services

Containment of costs

Sample: all interviewed companies 
Source: atradius payment practices Barometer – november 2020 

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb20_stat_app_we.pdf 
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48% of respondents reported having to wait up to 18 days

longer than last year to turn overdue invoices into cash.

This can be risky as the longer the receivables remain

unpaid, the lower the likelihood of collecting them. An

average of 10% of the total value of receivables was writ-

ten off as uncollectable after the onset of the pandemic

(above the 7% average for Western Europe). 8% of the total

value of receivables was reported to be still outstanding

at 90 days. This indicates that, on average, businesses in

Ireland have lost 80% of the value of their receivables

that were not paid within 90 days.

The increase in late payments can be seen in the length-

ening of DSO.  52% of the businesses reported DSO in-

creases of up to 10% (regional average: 57%). 41% reported

increases of more than 10% compared to before the pan-

demic (regional average: 37%). Only 7% of businesses re-

ported shorter DSO (regional average: 7%). 

To limit liquidity shortages caused by late payments 45%

of respondents increased the amount of time, costs and

resources they spent on managing outstanding receiv-

ables (regional average: 37%). While 33% delayed paying

their suppliers (regional average: 33%). 

� Businesses start to seek credit information 

direct from customers

We asked businesses what type of credit information

sources they customarily used to assess customer cred-

itworthiness.  47% told us they used financial statements

prior to the pandemic (regional average 41%). 40% re-

ported using bank references (regional average: 39%).

However, after the onset of the pandemic, 49% told us

they began sourcing credit information directly from the

customers more often (regional average: 38%). 

When evaluating the customer’s credit after the start of

the economic downturn, businesses reported focusing on

their customers’ ability to generate cash. This, along with

financial flexibility, are the key areas that businesses

plan to focus on over the coming months. This approach

acknowledges the importance of assessing the cus-

tomer’s ability to cope with the unpredictable shifts of

the economic and business environment.

We asked businesses whether they applied a different

credit management policy following the onset of the pan-

demic. 63% said they resorted to self-insurance against

bad debt (higher than 56% in Western Europe.) 60% re-

quested payment guarantees (regional average: 53%).

58% reported making wider use of letters of credit (ver-

sus 36% in Western Europe) and 57% told us they re-

quested cash payments more often (regional average:

34%). 55% of respondents told us that they started to self-

insure during the pandemic and nearly 30% said that

they turned to self-insurance more often during this

time. 
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atradius payment practices Barometer – november 2020

Atradius · Key Findings

Owing to a drop in sales volume and loss in revenue

caused by the pandemic-induced economic crisis,

businesses polled in Ireland found it harder to offset

the increased administrative and financial costs of

managing increased overdue payments. 

Survey results highlight that 33% of respondents in the

country reported a negative impact on profitability,

which in turn has a direct bearing on business growth.

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb20_stat_app_we.pdf 
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Over the coming months, however, self-insurance ap-

pears to be the credit management technique favoured

by most of the respondents in Ireland. This was reported

by 64%, more than the 56% average for Western Europe.

57% plan to request of payment guarantees (regional av-

erage: 50%). 55% plan to send overdue invoices for col-

lection earlier than in the past (regional average: 45%). 

Many businesses in Ireland reported negative impacts of

the pandemic on business. 45% reported cash flow diffi-

culties (higher than the regional average of 38%). 47% re-

ported a drop in sales volume (regional average: 45%).

52% reported revenue loss (regional average: 51%).  

Of course, with a drop in sales volume and loss in rev-

enue, businesses found it harder to offset the increased

administrative and financial costs of managing in-

creased overdue payments. 33% of respondents reported

a negative impact on profitability, which in turn has a di-

rect bearing on business growth.  

� Businesses largely optimistic about 2021 growth

Although there is still a great deal of uncertainty over

the progress of the pandemic, and of its impact on the

economy, businesses in Ireland are optimistic about the

improvement of their customers’ creditworthiness in

2021. 53% of respondents anticipate improvement, with

just 20% anticipating a decline. This compares to  47%

expecting customer creditworthiness to improve in

Western Europe, and 22% expecting a decline. The re-

mainder foresee no change. 

This positive outlook is also reflected in attitudes to-

wards the domestic economy. 46% believe this will im-

prove next year, with 33% expecting deterioration. This

compares to an average of 57% expecting growth in their

domestic economies across Europe and 27% expecting

them to get worse. A similar pattern can be seen in the

outlook for the recovery of the global economy. 48% of

respondents expressed optimism, whereas a small per-

centage, 39%, felt the global economy would not recover

next year. This is close to Western European averages

where 45% expressed optimism and 35% pessimism.

55% of respondents told us they expected international

trade to grow next year, and 34% said they expected to

see a decline. 49% in Western Europe expect to see

growth and 32% a decline.   

� Maintaining cash flow represents greatest 2021

challenge 

Looking ahead, 43% of businesses identified maintaining

adequate cash flow as the primary challenge facing them

next year. This was also noted by 38% of businesses in the

region. Fall in demand ranks second among major busi-

ness concerns, with 41% identifying this in Ireland and

36% in Western Europe. Supply chain disruptions were

cited by 37% of respondents (regional average: 28%).
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Western Europe: top 4 measures 

to manage liquidity issues due

to the impact of the pandemic

37 34 28 26

30 22 28 17

41 27 24 22

45 33 31 21

48 30 25 24

24 26 25 26

24 39 21 21

35 47 28 30

56 32 26 31

38 39 30 27

37 49 32 44

33 41 27 28

42 33 30 30

34 21 32 17

Western Europe

Switzerland

Austria

United Kingdom

Denmark

Belgium

France

Germany

Netherlands

Greece

Italy

Spain

Sweden

Ireland

% of respondents

Increase time, costs and resources to chase overdue invoices

Reduce the workforce
Hire freeze

Delay payments to your own suppliers

Sample: all interviewed companies 
Source: atradius payment practices Barometer – november 2020 

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb20_stat_app_we.pdf 
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Late payments and cash flow

� Late payments in the agri-food industry in Ireland affect

48% of the total value of B2B invoices (significantly up

from last year’s 30%).  49% of respondents reported hav-

ing to wait longer to cash in overdue invoices, up to 23

days on average. For 42%, there was no change in the av-

erage invoice-to-cash turnaround, while the remainder

cashed in overdue invoices earlier than before the pan-

demic.  

� Average DSO increases of up to 10% were reported by 50%

of respondents (regional average: 57%). 41%  reported in-

creases of above 10% (regional average: 35%). Currently

DSO in the industry stands at a 112-day average. This

compares to the 108-day average in Western Europe. 

� 61% of respondents told us their revenue was negatively

affected by the pandemic downturn (regional average:

52%). Cash flow difficulties were reported by 52% of re-

spondents in the country, significantly higher than the

37% in the region. 

� 57% of agri-food businesses in Ireland increased the

amount of time and resources spent on chasing unpaid

invoices (regional average: 37%).  54% delayed payments

to suppliers (regional average: 45%). 

Approach to credit quality assessments

� After the onset of the economic crisis, the industry

changed the way they approached credit checks. Infor-

mation provided directly from B2B customers along with

financial statements and bank references are now the

most common sources for creditworthiness assessments

in the industry.

� The industry gives priority to evaluating the customer’s

profitability and ability to generate cash. The majority of

respondents in Ireland told us they would continue to

monitor these key areas over the coming months, along

with the customer’s financial flexibility and ability to

withstand unexpected shifts in the business and eco-

nomic environment.

Approach to credit management 

� Following the onset of the pandemic downturn, the

industry intensified outsourcing the debt collection

process and requested cash payments more often. Over

the coming months, businesses told us they plan to make

wider use of self-insurance, in addition reducing reliance

on a single buyer to avoid concentration of trade credit

risk. 

� 64% of respondents in the industry expect to see im-

provement in customer creditworthiness, while only 10%

expect deterioration. This compares to 54% expecting

improvement in Western Europe and 16% expecting de-

terioration.

� 61% of the industry considers the greatest challenge to

profitability in 2021 to be maintaining adequate cash

flow. This compares to 44% with the same concern at re-

gional level. 

2021 industry outlook 

� 63% of respondents expect the domestic economy to

improve over the next six months (regional average:

57%). 13% expect it to get worse (regional average: 27%).

The majority of businesses are optimistic about the out-

look for the global economy (48% optimistic, 29% pes-

simistic) and international trade (48% optimistic, 26%

pessimistic). 

Late payments and cash flow

� Late payments in the Irish consumer durables industry

affect 58% of the total value of B2B invoices (compared

to last year’s 31%). 37% of respondents reported having

to wait longer to cash in overdue invoices, up to 10 days

on average. For 56%, there was no change in the average

invoice-to-cash turnaround, while the remainder cashed

in overdue invoices earlier than before the pandemic.  

� Average DSO increases of up to 10% were reported by 47%

of consumer durables businesses. Increases of more than

10% were reported by 41% of businesses. Currently DSO

stands at a 26-day average (more than half the regional

average of 61 days). 
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SIreland: impact of the COVID 19-induced economic

crisis on industries 

AgRI-fOOD

CONSUMER

DURABLES 

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb20_stat_app_we.pdf 
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� 41% told us their revenue was negatively affected by the

pandemic (regional average: 49%). 51% reported a posi-

tive impact (regional average: 33%). Negative impact on

cash flow was reported by 43% (regional average: 42%)

and 50% told us they had experienced a positive impact

(regional average: 32%). 

� To safeguard liquidity levels, 49% of the industry

increased the amount of time, resources and costs to

chase unpaid invoices (higher than the 40% in Western

Europe overall).   

Approach to credit quality assessments

� Following the onset of the pandemic downturn, the indus-

try began to source credit information directly from the

customer more often and now use this data alongside

financial statements, bank and trade references.  

� The industry prioritises evaluating the customer’s past

payment history and ability to generate cash, alongside

financial flexibility. Businesses say this approach will re-

main unchanged over the coming months.

Approach to credit management 

� The industry told us their credit management practices

now chiefly include self-insurance, adjustment of credit

terms and outstanding invoice reminders. Over the com-

ing months, they plan to continue with this approach in

addition to resorting to factoring more often.

� 54% of industry respondents believe their B2B cus-

tomers’ creditworthiness will improve over the coming

months (regional average: 50%). 13% believe it will dete-

riorate (regional average: 23%). 

� 59% of respondents believe that bank lending restric-

tions present the greatest challenge to profitability in

2021 (regional average: 34%). Fall in demand ranks sec-

ond, gathering 58% of responses (regional average: 45%). 

2021 industry outlook

� 35% of respondents expect the domestic economy to

improve over the coming months (regional average:

57%). 25% expect it to get worse (regional average: 25%).

The majority of businesses are optimistic about the out-

look for the global economy (52% optimistic, 28%

pessimistic) and international trade (70% optimistic, 19%

pessimistic). 

Late payments and cash flow

� Late payments affect 51% of the total value of B2B

invoices in Ireland’s construction industry (up from last

year’s 24%). 64% reported having to wait longer to turn

overdue invoices into cash, up to three weeks past the

due date on average. 16% reported no change in average

invoice-to-cash turnaround. 20% cashed in overdue in-

voices earlier than before the pandemic.  

� Average DSO increases of up to 10% were reported by 64%

of respondents. Increases above 10% were reported by

33% of businesses. Currently DSO stands at a 42-day av-

erage (regional average: 70 days). 

� 67% told us they experienced revenue losses due to the

pandemic downturn (regional average: 49%). 13% re-

ported a positive impact (regional average: 25%). In re-

gard to cash flow, 41% reported experiencing liquidity

issues (regional average: 34%), while 23% reported a pos-

itive impact (regional average: 28%). 

� To keep operating costs under control, the industry laid

off staff and enacted hiring freezes. This was reported by

37% of respondents in each case. Regional averages: 34%

and 24% respectively). 

Approach to credit quality assessments

� Business polled in the industry told us that they did not

change their approach to customers’ credit quality assess-

ments as a consequence of the pandemic downturn.

Financial statements, trade references and credit informa-

tion sourced directly from customers are now the most

common sources for credit checks in the industry.
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Atradius · Key Findings

43%
of Irish businesses
identified maintaining
adequate cash flow as the
primary challenge facing
them next year. Fall in demand ranks
second among major business concerns
(41% of respondents in the country).

atradius payment practices Barometer – november 2020

CONSTRUCTION

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb20_stat_app_we.pdf 
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� Businesses prioritise evaluating the customer’s prof-

itability, ability to generate cash and weather unex-

pected shifts in the economic and business environment.

The majority plan to continue to monitor these areas

over the coming months, alongside having a stronger

focus on the borrowing capacity of the customer. 

Approach to credit management 

� The industry told us they strengthened their credit man-

agement practices by requesting payment guarantees

and practising self-insurance against bad debt. Over the

coming months, businesses told us they additionally

plan to send overdue invoices to collection much earlier

and to make a wider use of self-insurance. 

� 64% expects customer creditworthiness to improve over

the coming months (significantly higher than the 48% re-

gional average). Only 4% expects it to get worse (regional

average: 17%). 

� 58% of the industry considers the greatest challenge to

profitability in 2021 to be disruptions to the supply chain

(regional average: 36%.) Maintaining adequate cash flow

ranks second with 44% of the responses (regional aver-

age: 47%). 

2021 industry outlook 

� 43% of respondents expect the domestic economy to

improve over the coming months (regional average: 57%).

36% expects it to get worse (regional average: 25%). As to

the outlook for the global economy, 57% of respondents

expects it to improve, with 37% expecting it to decline.

56% expects international trade to grow, 40% reduce. 

Late payments and cash flow

� Late payments in the ICT/electronics industry in Ireland

affect 57% of the total value of B2B invoices (compared

to last year’s 40%).  34% of businesses told us it took 21

days longer on average to cash in overdue invoices. 52%

reported no change, while the remainder told us they

cashed in overdue invoices earlier than a year ago. 

� Average DSO increases of 10% or more were reported by

51% of survey respondents. DSO increases of up to 10%

were reported by 45%. Currently DSO stands at a 100-day

average (well above the 73-day industry average in West-

ern Europe).

� 47% of survey respondents suffered revenue shortfall fol-

lowing the onset of the economic crisis, lower than in-

dustry level in Western Europe. The percentage of

respondents reporting a negative impact on cash flow is

higher than the regional level.  

� To avoid liquidity shortages, 48% of respondents spent

more on time and resources chasing unpaid invoices,

(regional average 57%).

Approach to credit quality assessments

� After the onset of the economic crisis, the industry

changed the way they approached credit checks, sourc-

ing information directly from B2B customers more often

than before the pandemic. Customer information, finan-

cial statements and bank references are now the most

often used sources for creditworthiness assessments in

the industry.

� ICT/electronics businesses in Ireland give priority to

evaluating their customers’ past payment history and

ability to generate cash. Industry respondents told us

they plan to maintain this approach over the coming

months. 

Approach to credit management 

� Following the onset of the COVID-19 economic crisis,

many businesses from the country’s ICT/electronics

industry started offering discounts for early payment of

invoices, and requested payment guarantees from their

customers more often. Businesses told us that, moving

forward, they plan to speed up their debt collection

process to safeguard their business from liquidity issues.
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ICT 

ELECTRONICS 

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb20_stat_app_we.pdf 
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� 41% of the industry expects their B2B customers’ credit-

worthiness to improve over the coming months. (regional

average: 47%) This is more than the 24% expecting to see

deterioration (regional average: 28%). 

� 49% of businesses consider maintaining adequate cash

flow presents the greatest challenge to profitability in

2021 (regional average: 37%). 45% of businesses are con-

cerned about the continuation of the economic crisis into

2021 (regional average: 33%).

2021 industry outlook 

� Nearly half of respondents are optimistic about the outlook

for the domestic economy over the coming months. Con-

versely, 32% expects it to get worse. A majority also believes

in a brighter outlook for the global economy (52% optimistic,

36% pessimistic) and for international trade (58% optimistic,

31% pessimistic). 

Late payments and cash flow

� Late payments in the services/business services sector

affect 44% of the total value of B2B invoices (compared to

last year’s 24%). 59% of respondents reported having to

wait longer to cash in overdue invoices, up to 15 days on

average. For 35%, there was no change and the remainder

reported cashing in overdue invoices earlier than before

the crisis. 

� Average DSO increases of up to 10% were reported by 52%

of the businesses. Increases of more than 10% were reported

by 42% of businesses. Currently DSO stands at a 60-day

average (above the 92-day average for the sector in Western

Europe).

� 46% of businesses told us they experienced cash flow dif-

ficulties caused by the pandemic downturn (regional av-

erage: 44%). 52% experienced revenue losses (54% in the

region), and 48% reported drop in sales volume (44% in

the sector at regional level).   

� 44% of businesses spent more on time, costs and resources

to chase unpaid invoices (regional average: 40%). 41% sus-

pended delivery of services until payment of invoices (re-

gional average: 25%). 

Approach to credit quality assessments   

� Businesses polled in the Irish services/business services

told us that, after the onset of the economic crisis, they

made wider use of information provided directly by the

customer for credit assessments. Now they use these along-

side financial statements, bank references and credit

reports issued by specialist agencies.   

� Businesses prioritise evaluating the customer’s financial

flexibility and ability to generate cash. They told us that,

due to the economic crisis, they will retain this focus over

the coming months alongside monitoring the customer’s

profitability. 

Approach to credit management 

� Following the onset of the economic crisis, the sector’s

primary credit management practices include: requests

for payment guarantees and trade credit insurance (56%

of respondents each). A large proportion of respondents

said that they resorted to self-insurance against bad debts.

Over the coming months, businesses told us they plan to

continue with this approach.

� 46% of industry respondents believe their B2B customers’

creditworthiness will improve over the coming months

(regional average: 48%). In contrast, 38% believe it will de-

teriorate (regional average: 28%). 

� According to 46% of businesses the continuation of the eco-

nomic crisis presents the greatest challenge to profitability

in 2021 (regional average: 39%).  36% cited maintaining ad-

equate cash flow (regional average: 43%). 

2021 industry outlook

� The services/business services sector is divided about the

outlook for the domestic economy over the coming months

(48% expect it to improve, 46% to get worse). In contrast,

the sector expects a gloomy outlook for both the global

economy (38% optimistic, 57% pessimistic) and international

trade (43% optimistic, 48% pessimistic).   

BUSINESS

SERVICES 

Atradius · Key Findings

49%
of businesses polled in Ireland told
us that, after the onset of the
pandemic, they began sourcing credit
information directly from the
customers more often (38% of
respondents in Western Europe).

atradius payment practices Barometer – november 2020

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb20_stat_app_we.pdf 
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Survey objectives

Atradius conducts annual reviews of international corpo-

rate payment practices through a survey called the ‘Atra-

dius Payment Practices Barometer’. In this report focusing

on Western Europe, which is part of the 2020 edition of the

Atradius Payment Practices Barometer, companies from

thirteen countries (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France,

Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Switzer-

land, The Netherlands and the United Kingdom) have been

surveyed. Due to a change in research methodology for

this survey, year-on-year comparisons are not feasible for

some of the results, although last year’s values are used as

a benchmark where possible throughout the survey.

Using a questionnaire, CSA Research conducted 2,603

interviews. All interviews were conducted exclusively for

Atradius.

Survey scope

� Basic population: companies from thirteen countries

(Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece,

Ireland, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The Nether-

lands and the United Kingdom) were surveyed. The

appropriate contacts for accounts receivable manage-

ment were interviewed.

� Sample design: the Strategic Sampling Plan enables to

perform an analysis of country data crossed by sector

and company size. It also allows to compare data refer-

ring to a specific sector crossed by each of the economies

surveyed.

� Selection process: companies were selected and contact-

ed by use of an international internet panel. A screening

for the appropriate contact and for quota control was

conducted at the beginning of the interview.

� Sample: N=2,603 people were interviewed in total

(approximately n=200 people per country). In each

country a quota was maintained according to four class-

es of company size. 

� Interview: Computer Assisted Web Interviews (CAWI) of

approximately 15 minutes duration. Interview period:

Q3 2020.

Survey design for Western Europe

Disclaimer

this report is provided for information purposes only and is not intended as investment advice, legal advice or as a recommendation as to particular

transactions, investments or strategies to any reader. readers must make their own independent decisions, commercial or otherwise, regarding the in-

formation provided. While we have made every attempt to ensure that the information contained in this report has been obtained from reliable sources,

atradius is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for the results obtained from the use of this information. all information in this report is

provided ’as is’, with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, timeliness or of the results obtained from its use, and without warranty of any kind,

express or implied. in no event will atradius, its related partnerships or corporations, or the partners, agents or employees thereof, be liable to you or

anyone else for any decision made or action taken in reliance on the information in this report or for any consequential, special or similar damages, even

if advised of the possibility of such damages. copyright atradius n.v. 2020.

Country interviews %

Austria 200    8%                                                                

Belgium 200 8%

Denmark 200 8%

France 200 8%

Germany 200 8%

Greece 200 8%

Ireland 201 8%

Italy 200 8%

Spain 201 8%

Sweden 200 8%

Switzerland 200 8%

The Netherlands 200 8%

United Kingdom 201 8%

Business sector 
(total Western Europe) interviews %

Manufacturing 851 32.7

Wholesale trade 661 25.4

Retail trade/Distribution 569 21.9

Services 522 20.1

Business size 
(total Western Europe) interviews %

Micro  enterprises 599 23.0

SME – Small enterprises 775 29.8

SME – Medium enterprises 615 23.6

Large enterprises 614 23.6

Sample overview – Total interviews = 2,603

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb20_stat_app_we.pdf 
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Copyright  Atradius N.V. 2020 

if after reading this report you would like more information about protecting your receivables against payment default
by your customers you can visit the atradius website or if you have more specific questions, please leave a message

and a product specialist will call you back. in the publications section you’ll find many more atradius publications

focusing on the global economy, including country reports, industry analyses, advice on credit management and essays

on current business issues.

Subscribe to notifications of our publications and receive weekly emails to alert you when a new report is published. 

for more insights into the B2B receivables collection practices in Ireland and worldwide, please go to

https://atradiuscollections.com/global/

for ireland https://atradius.ie/

Statistical appendix 

Find detailed charts and figures in the Statistical Appendix

for Western Europe. This is part of the November 2020

 Payment  Practices Barometer of Atradius, available at

www.atradius.com/publications/

Download in PDF format (English only).

https://atradius.ie/
https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb20_stat_app_we.pdf 
https://group.atradius.com/publications/
https://atradiuscollections.com/global/
https://group.atradius.com/subscription-details/
https://group.atradius.com/contact-us/
www.atradius.com
www.atradius.com
https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb20_stat_app_we.pdf 
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Atradius N.V.

David Ricardostraat 1 · 1066 JS Amsterdam

Postbus 8982 · 1006 JD Amsterdam

The Netherlands

Phone: +31 20 553 9111 

info@atradius.com

www.atradius.com

Connect with Atradius

on Social Media

https://www.linkedin.com/company/atradius
https://www.youtube.com/user/atradiusgroup
https://twitter.com/atradius

